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Book 

 

We can refer this as a good 

book to read to be an excellent 

leader. 

 

1. Leaders don’t leave 

people. 

2. For the leader who is first 

time to become a leader. 

3. Leaders finish their 

missions. 
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 We can find many leaders in our life such as 

presidents, principals, and captains. In history, 

there were many leaders, too. Those leaders did a 

good job that time and they remembered good 

person until now. However there were not only 

good people.  

For instance, Adolf Hitler was a leader in 

Germany but hi killed many people although there 

were no reasons to kill people. Like this everyone 

can’t be a great leader. They need some talent to be 

nice leaders.  

I believe leaders need to have some 

important qualities to be excellent leaders and I’ll 

give you some examples from the book ‘Typhoon’. 

First, leaders should give members good 

roles when there are many dangers because don’t 

know what to do. In the book ‘Typhoon’, when the 

crew met the typhoon first, they didn’t know how 

to escape the typhoon. 

They were afraid and gave up hope because 

of strong winds and big waves. Besides someone 

thought they will all die like the second mate. 

However the captain wasn’t through and he 

ordered his crew what to do. As a result, they lived 

through the typhoon and came back safely. If the 

captain was surprised and he couldn’t order 

quickly in a dangerous situation like a typhoon, 

members wouldn’t know what to do and they 

couldn’t do anything even if they could live. We 

have some examples in daily life. Teachers give us 

our roles in the class. Therefore I insist leaders have 

to give a part to members to match the situation. 

 

 

 Second, leaders should 

search and decide their goal 

before they do for that and 

schedule their plans well. For 

example, in the book ‘Typhoon’, 

MacWhirr heard that the 

Chinese sea has typhoons and 

read the book about typhoons 

before he sailed.  

Besides when they sailed into 

the typhoon, he felt it was 

danger and it helped to read the 

book about the typhoon, he and 

his crew would have died. Thus 

I believe leaders should prepare 

for their goals and make some 

scheduled plans. 

 

As I started above, I insist 

leaders must give member’s 

good roles to collect member’s 

ability and prepare for their 

goals and to schedule their 

plans better. When leaders do 

this, the team will follow the 

leader and the team will 

perform well. 
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